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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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poseedores
PLURAL POSSESSORS of POSSESSOR , who owns , who owns , who has

posgubernamental
POSTGUBERNAMENTAL after government .

posgusto
POSGUSTO after tasting or having tasted something. 

posh
POSH English word that has several meanings : 1 .  adj Elegant, fashionable, stylish, chic, graceful 2 .  Luxury, de-luxe
3 .  Cheesy , pretentious , figurine , striking

poshumano
POST-human POSHUMAN, which exists after the disappearance of man from Earth. 

positivo para covid
POSITIVE FOR COVID .  The PCR or PolymerASE Chain Reaction is a test in which a DNA fragment is duplicated such
a number of times that it is made very easy to detect the presence of viruses, bacteria and other pathogens, (see
MOLECULAR MEDICINE), as well as determining perpetrators of murders, paternity and many crimes.  The duplication
is completed every hour approximately, and at 30 hours we have about 1.2 billion duplications, which makes the
analysis very accurate.  The result, when we are looking for SARS covid-19 can give positive (sick) or negative
(healthy), that is, it gave negative for SARS covid-19, but is not pronounced over other pathogens.  Now, some
erroneous results are given, false positives and false negatives.  They shrink as duplication increases.  1000 million is a
large enough number, but it is not 100% accurate.  For this reason the results take from 2 to 3 days (and more in
pandemic, due to the at nighting of samples) 

poslanzamiento
POST-LAUNCH AFTER THE LAUNCH (of a product, brand or event) 

posmenstrual
POSMENSTRUAL for the period following the rule

posmillennial
POSMILLENIUM 1 .  Generation Z after generation Y, called Millennium generation 2.  Post-2000

posneoliberalismo
POST-NEOLIBERALISM Economic philosophy based on a model of evolved neoliberalism that must simultaneously
pursue three objectives: economic dynamism, social equality and environmental sustainability. 

posnuclear
POSNUCLEAR after nuclear age 2 .  With deferment to nuclear stage 3.  After the use of nuclear energy. 



pospatriarcal
POSTPATRIARCAL after the period of domination of men over women.  2 after the rule of one or more patriarchs.  3 . 
The bishops who preside over some churches or residential episcopal seats are called patriarchs and therefore, after
their management, may become a postpatriarchal period. 

pospenitenciaria
POSTPENITENCIARIA after incarceration, after release 2 .  After a prison term

pospenitenciario
POSTPENITENCIARIO after a prison period . 

posquirúrgica
POSQUIRURGICAL , A related to the after performing of surgery . 

posquirúrgico
POSTQUIRURGICAL after surgery or surgery

post malone
Malone post.  It was after Malone, such as Kennedy, Gorvachov, Beatles, Presley, etc.  After, from the end of the time of
,

post porno
POST PORNO adverbial locution which means AFTER PORNOGRAPHY, or after an act or porn session. 

post-glacial
Post-glacial relative or belonging to (fourth and last quaternary) period after the thaw of planet Earth, makes 10. 000
years.  It may refer to another glacial period if explicit.  The last glacial period began 110 years ago. 000 years old and is
called glaciation W'rm or Ice Age.  Homo erectus erectus (anthropopithecus or also pitecanthropus) appeared at least
1.8 million years ago (Javan man).  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be holocene, current interglacial
period

post-maradona
POST-MARADONA expression to indicate a period or was after Maradona's withdrawal from the courts.

post-paso
POST-PASO in Argentina : after the primary elections.  PASO is the acronym defined by Law 20571 of 2011, for
primaries, open, simultaneous and compulsory. 

post-rivera
POST-RIVERA in the post-Rivera era, for example, the Mexican muralist painter Diego Rivera, 1886-1957, husband of
Frida Kalho

post-truth
POST-TRUTH POSVERDAD



postapocalíptica
POST-APOCALYPTIC female POST-APOCALYPTIC, post-APOCALYPSE

postapocalíptico
POSTAPOCALYPTIC after the apocalypse, post-apicalyptic . 

postarancelaria
POSARAMCELARIA after customs fees are applied. 

postarancelario
POST-TARIFF after the (collection of the) tariff

postcolonial
POSTCOLONIAL (from a period or time) after the Colony

postconvergente
POSTCONVERGENT after convergence occurs

postcréditos
POST-CREDITS after the granting of credits

postcristiana
POSCRISTISNA fem by POSCRISTIANO

postdecir
POSTDECIR term started by the Spanish sociologist Loving Miguel for whom they claim a posteriori that a fact that no
one foreseeed, but that they had been predictable.  It is a contrast to the term predict.  The expression predicting the
past is also used.

postdoc
Postdoctoral Apocope POSTDOC, studies or research carried out after the doctorate is obtained in some branch of
human knowledge

posteconomica
POSTECONOMICO , Spelling error by POSTECONOMIC , A

posteconomico
POSTECONOMIC SPELLING ERROR BY POSTECONOMIC

posteconómica
POSTCONMICA relating to a process, analysis or evaluation carried out after an economic assessment



posteconómico
POSTECONOMIC term of little logical sense because the economy is something permanent.  It only fits if we use
economic with the meaning of cheap, in which case it is a qualifier to relativize a situation in which something ceased to
be economic.  But we will usually talk, for example, about postclassical economics. 

postemporada
POSTMPORADA period following the season

postfreudiana
POSTFREUDIANA , female POSTFREUDIANO relative to or belonging to a period after Sigmund Freud and her
thought or clinical treatment. 

postfreudiano
POSTFREUDIANO relative to or pertaining to the post-death period of psychologist Sigmund Freud

postgusto
POSTGUSTO feeling that remains after having had a feeling (of something ) 

postiguillos
POSTIGUILLOS, small POSTIGO Small door that are in a window or shutter

postillar
POSTILLAR, best are or APOSTILLE, glossing, or add text to a document.

postmedieval
POSMEDIEVAL after the fall of the Byzantine empire in 1453. 

postmenopáusica
Postmenopausal female POSTMENOPAusal, after the end of the last menstruation of life. 

postnavideña
POSTNAVID, Which is after Christmas. 

postnavideño
POSTNAVIDEÑO after Easter, after December 25. 

postporno
POSTPORNO Movement that seeks to bring us all closer to the possibility of seeing and being part of audiovisual
content (live and live, on the internet, etc.) provocative not only for masturbatory but also and fundamentally political
purposes.  It differs from the usual pornography that the characters are of all kinds, sex, color, age, disabled and not the
apolline and well-endowed figures of traditional porn.  The postporno arises from the hand of a porn actress who came
from the mainstream industry, Annie Sprinkle, sexologist, sex educator, former actress, stripper, born Ellen Steinberg,
on July 23, 1954.



postprandial
POSTPRANDIAL Formed by the prefix post after , posterior and prandial relative or belonging to the first meal (pranzo is
lunch in Italian ) Means after lunch .  In medicine it is mainly used as well, but in strict rigor to relate some treatment for
after-eating, regardless of which food is involved.

postraumática
POST-TRAUMATIC , A condition that is produced after trauma, physical injury or emotional shock.

postrimerías
POSTRIMEES In recent times, in the final stage

postsalario
POSTSALARIO after having received the salary . 

postsentencia
POSTSENTENCIA post-court situation

postsinodal
POST-synod POSTSINODAL, some kind of Christian council or meeting of Protestant pastors

potata
POTATA splanglish by POTATO is a combination of POTATO, potato in English, and POTATO in Spanish

potentados
POTENTADO plural of POTENTADO Person with a lot of wealth, with a lot of power product of it.

potin
POTIN anglicism derived from POTIN;  a silver alloy of base metal used to mint coins.  It is usually a mixture of copper,
tin and lead and it is discussed whether real silver should be added.

potito
POTITO spanish, colloquially diminutive for ass Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be small ass

pottoka
POTTOKA Basque word meaning horse.  Mountain ponies up to 1, 32 m are so called.  And the prairie ones, up to 1, 47
m.  that dwell in the Cantabrian mountain range and in the Pyrenees

poules
POULES in French : plural of POULE , chicken

pow wow
POW WOW 1 .  Party among native Americans where they have fun, eat, drink and dance.  2 .  Meeting or conference
between friends, to discuss topics



power
POWER anglilicism by power, power, energy Figuratively, colloquial expression to indicate that something is bacan,
great. 

power couple
POWER COUPLE textually pair of power .  It is said of a couple or marriage in which one's weaknesses are covered by
the strengths of the other.  2 .  Couple of people where they are both highlighted by themselves. 

power point
POWER POINT anglilicism which means point of power, but is actually an application designed to develop and make
presentations based on a conventional data or projector connected to a processor.  Generator and projector of
transparencies . 

powerbank
POWERBANK anglilicism derived from POWER BANK or POWER BANK , BATTERY BANK .  It is any external power
source or accumulator, which allows you to quickly charge or replace the battery of electrical or electronic equipment,
such as a cellular or video game device. 

pozo de agua sucia
SUCIA WATER WELL Refers to a non-drinkable, contaminated or uncons purified water well so that it is useful for
human consumption

pozolillo
POZOLILLO in Mexico: typical broth of the western zone.  The pozolillo takes its name from the original pozole, but in its
preparation tender corn kernels are used instead of peanut corn kernels.  Another difference is that it incorporates
chicken and pork in the same dish. 

pozolillos
POZOLILLOS in Mexico : pl.  of POZOLILLO, typical broth of the western zone of Mexico

pólar
PÓLAR fabric produced by POLARTEC in 1984 that has gone down in history for its softness and comfort of use.  Very
warm and light.  It is hydrophobic, retaining less than 1% of its weight in water when completely soaked, and
simultaneously allows breathing. 

póstunanmente
POSTHUCICALLY ( and not post-a-time ) In posthumous form or caeacter .  Performed after deceased.

ppkausa
PPKAUSA in Peru: supporters of Pedro Pablo Kuczyinki, who during his presidential campaign constituted a digital
youth network defending the neoliberal system. 

pps
PPS Power Point file that is packaged and dispatched to a third party so that it cannot be modified.  2 .  In Brazil and
Mexico : Socialist People's Party 3 .  In Argentina Social Progress Party .  4 .  In Paraguay : Solidarity Country Party .  5



.  In Peru : Safe Homeland Party . 

practica continua
CONTINUOUS PRACTICE spelling error by CONTINUOUS PRACTICE permanent exercise of an activity, which is not
sporadic

pragmatografía
PRAGMATOGRAPHY From the Greek pragma , - 'action , fact , subject' and - spelling 'writing , treatise'; Repl.  Literary
figure consisting of the description of facts or actions. 

pranayama
PRANAYAMA word of Sanskrit who considers the breathing exercises of yoga leading to achieve mental and b mental
concentration and the control of vital energy, or prana.

práctica onanista
ONANISTA PRACTICE having sex

pre escolar
PREESCOLAR (and non-pre-school) relating to or corresponding to the period prior to admission to primary school. 

pre producción
PRE PRODUCTION there is no such expression or similar expression in Spanish.  Prefixes are always written pasted to
the word they modify or explain .  More, as a rule should not be used separator script, which if usual in English and
inherited in some Anglilicisms.      As an aggravating factor, the word pre alone has no meaning and is therefore only
used as a prefix, never as a word.  We should not write pre-production, nor pre-production, but PREPRODUCTION. 

pre sahariano -na
PRE SAHARIANO - A spelling error by PRESAHARIANO, which is before entering the Sahara Desert

pre-incubadora
PRE-INCUBATOR aberration by PREINCUBADORA instance prior to the introduction of a premature baby into a life
support machine. 

pre-shape
PRE-SHAPE anglilicism meaning preformed .  You can order the pre-shaped foams, i.e. passed by a four-axis
numerical control machine that will give the foam the almost definitive shape of the future surfboard. 

pre-shapear foam
PRE-SHAVING FOAM (and not PRE-SHAPEAR FOAM ) FOAM anglilicism, SHAVE foam shaving : pre-shaved foam

pre-smartphone
PRESMARTPHONE before smartphone appears



pre-test
PRE-TEST preliminary assessment

pre-thatcherista
PRE-THATCHERIST belonging to or relating to the period before the government of Margaret Thatcher , Prime Minister
of England between 1979 and 1990

preadolescencia
PREADOLESCENCE period prior to puberty between the age of 10 and 12, when some girls may already become
pregnant. 

preadolescente
Prepubescent pre-adolescent, age between 8 and 12 years. 

prealerta
PRE-ALERT environmental stage of minimum seriousness, before the alert

preanuncio
PREANUNCIO previous announcement of a product before it is released to the market

preasada
PREASADA feminine , which has been previously roasted

preasado
PREASSED 1 .  Process that undergoes a food before being roasted 2 .  Period (tasting and pecking) before roasting

prebenjaina
PREBENJAINA category of player from up to 7 years to December 31 of the current year. 

prebenjamín
PREBENJAMIN 1 .  Spotify music lists by Jpvecindario, Juan Carpintero and Pedro Contri. 

prebélico
PRE-WAR adj .  relating to or pertaining to the period prior to the initiation of the war

preboda
PRE-WEDDING Set of activities prior to the realization of the wedding ceremony

precancerosa
PRECANCEROUS (stage) prior to separation from cancer. 

precandidatura



PRECANDIDATURA preliminary candidacy to a public office.  Normally the pre-candidate must be ratified in primary
elections within his political party or against other candidates of the same coalition and, when he wins, he becomes a
formal candidate and has an electoral candidacy. 

precargar
PRELOAD buy cell phone minutes to make calls or other digital services.  Purchase process that is done when you do
not have a monthly payment contract

precio rendimiento
PRICE PERFORMANCE economic ratio that allows to determine how good an investment is.  The smaller the reason,
the better the project.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be [e[cost benefit

precisados
SPECIFY note accurately or in detail be necessary or indispensable.

precisos
Accurate plural PRECISOS .  See /E]accurate

preclinico
PRECLINICO spelling error by PRECLINIC

preclínica
PRECLINIC , A stage of laboratory research that predated the study in humans (clinical tests).  This is usually the stage
of study in animals and there is talk of preclinical sstudio or preclinical sesarroll.  . 

preclínico
PRECLINICAL see PRECLINICAL

precolisión
PRECOL COMMISSION pre-crash situation (of things or people) 

precolocacion
PRE-PLACEMENT conditioned placement: my children have been pre-placed in 3 schools.  We'll see where they stay. 
Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be preliminary placement, conditional placement

precompra
PRECOMPRA process and contracts made when executing the purchase of a root good or other product, which is paid
before it reaches the market.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be purchase in advance, advance
payment

precontratación
PRE-CONTRACTING period (usually 3 months) in which the worker is tested, before his final hiring. 



precontratar
PRECONTRATAR in Spain : regulation enacted in Catalonia against VTC (rental vehicles with driver) that requires
contracting them 15 minutes before the provision of service 2 .  Hire provisionally, in the form of proof. 

precordillerana
PRECORDILLERA phalluses of the mountain range

precordillerano
PRECORDILLERANO relative to the area or region that is located before and in the phalluses of the mountain ranges. 

precrisis
PRECRISIS that pre-crisis: the 2006 financial precrisis

predebate
PREDEBATE discussion or event prior to the main debate

predecir el pasado
PREDICT THE PAST Possay, say that one saw foreseeable what everyone considered to be not foreseeable.

predeclaración
PREDECLARATION in Spain : income declaration document in physical format that was submitted to the AEAT (Tax
Agency) and that has been deleted by generating duplications .  . 

predemocrática
PREDEMOCRATIC before the democratic regime was established.  2 .  Relative to a period before the democratic
period. 

predemocrático
PREDEMOCRATIC before a period, government, democratic process

prediabética
PREDIABTIC , To Person with prediabetes, a mild and initial form of type II diabetes

prediabético
PREDIABETIC physiological status of a person who has a tendency to do diabetes.  They usually spend 10 years in this
condition until diabetes is formally declared. 

predicción religiosa
RELIGIOUS PREDICTION It is the vaticinium made by prophets or by venerable saints or persons with respect to a fact
of religious significance.

predictoras
FEMALE PREDICTORAS, plural of PREDICTOR that anticipates, predicts



preeminentemente
MAINly PRE-IMPORTANT, in most prominent form

preescenario
PRE-STAGE picture or situation prior to the main event

preestrenar
PREESTRENAR present, project in advance of the premiere (of a film, play) ; first public broadcast

prefabricable
PFEFABRICABLE that can be prefabricated, made by segments that are integrated in situ. 

prefabricadas
PreFABRICATED fem .  plural of PREFABRICATED, manufactured but unfinished, so that it is transferred to the buyer
who completes to assemble and give the finishes. 

preferentista
PREFERENTISTA in Spain : person who owns preferred shares of a bank. 

preferi
PREFERI Spelling error by PREFER , first person of the indefinite preterite verb PREFERIR choose , select , choose .

prefijo ab
PREFIX AB is of Latin origin and means 'separation from the outside of a boundary, deprivation.  Aboriginal : those who
are from the origin; absolute, separated from any existence or possibility; acquitted separately (of guilt), released;
abdicate : to separate from office; abortion of ab , separate and orior , exit , birth

prefijo apo
PREFIX APO- praise, praise, highlighted.  There are several words with the prefix apo that do not have a common
meaning so draE does not consider it prefix .  For example, apotema is the height of a face of a pyramid or the
perpendicular lowered from the center of a polygon to one of its faces; apostolic is owned or related to the pope or the
apostles

prefijo ista
PREFIX ISTA Grammatically -ista is a SUFIJO and not a prefix, because it is the ending to indicate who does, likes or is
a speculator in something : specialist, environmentalist, mountaineer, dietitian.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be or,

prefiloxerica
PREFILOXERICA I estimate that 20% of the entries in the dictionary are junk.  Misspelled words and expressions due to
obvious typing or spelling errors, like this one.  Other times asking for the meaning of a dream or entering plurals and
variants that will never be consulted by anyone such as, for example, "consultant consultant", "consultant-consultant",
"consultant, ra", "consultants".  In addition, the number of entries is greatly and unnecessarily increased by inventing
words with well-known prefixes or suffixes such as , .  for example, PRE and POS (or POST), which do not contribute
anything to the knowledge that has not already been done by the word base, in this case PHYLLOXERIC



prefiloxérico
PREFILOXÉRICO before the plague of the phyllovera bichito that attacks the vine plantations appeared, eating the
leaves and, more seriously, the roots of the vine.  The plague is native to the United States and almost eliminated
European plantations. 

prefiltrar
PREFILTRAR process a liquid before sieving .

preformativo
PREFORMATTIVE That shapes something early, melamine is a preformed material used in kitchen furniture
construction

prefutura
PREFUTURA would mean before the future, that is, between the present moment and a future event.  It is also possible
error by PREFECTURE, office or barracks commanded by a prefect

prefuturo
PREFUTURO error by PROFUTURO Spanish foundation sponsored by Movistar and La Caixa to reduce the
educational gap between the most vulnerable and the richest through digital communication

prehablar
PREHABLAR action before speaking.  Curious neologism that, it occurs to me, occurs in modern relationships, where
couples arm and disarm very quickly.  It seems to me more like the task of thinking and preparing a conversation , like
being the questions I should ask , rather than the trivial How are you?  to an ex, or to someone who wants to reconquer. 
2 .  It could be consulting beforehand ( with experts or relatives ) before talking to the important person

preincubadora
PRE-INCUBATOR before entering an incubator or before the incubator era. 

preinstalada
PRE-INSTALLED f .  pre-INSTALLED

preinstalar
PREINSTALL install provisionally, non-definitive installation

preinvasión
PRE-INVASION (situation, period) prior to invasion (of a country, place) 

prelegislativa
Women's PRE-LEGISLATIVE PERIOD before the start of the legislative period 2 .  Before being dealt with in parliament
. 

prelegislativo
PRELEGISLATIVE concerning the period or process prior to a process of dealing with an issue in parliament, to



generate a law.  It may also refer to the period prior to the usual functioning of the legislative branch.

prelucion
PRELUTION spelling error by PRECLUTION, loss of or procedural authority for not having been exercised in the time
stipulated by law.  Preclusion is one of the principles that governs the criminal process and that stipulates that no action
may be taken over previously closed, extinguished or completed stages. 

prematrícula
PREMATRICLE registration and payment that is made in a school, school or educational institute, prior to the final
registration, usually to guarantee the place, both the student and the institution. 

premenstrual
PREMENSTRUAL prior to the onset of monthly female bleeding

première
PREMI-RE gallery by premiere, first public performance of a show. 

premios
PRIZE Plural AWARDS

premorvido
PRE-MROMED (AND NOT PREMORVIDO ) of pre, previous , before and pre-mortality morbidity .  2 .  Morbidity, Poor
health status, precarious.  Then, pre-morbidity is a patient's condition before acquiring a chronic disease or deficiency

premunidos
PreMUNIDOS plural of PREMUNIDO, armed, stocked, carrying

prenazismo
PRENAZISM concerning the period before the popularization of Nazism in Germany, around 1936. 

prender el ojo
LIGHT THE EYE mis translation of the English expression To turn on the eye ( s ) ( on something ) i.e. put the eye (on
something).  Literally turn on is to turn on, turn on, but here the sense is to put your eyes on

prendidas
FEMALE plural IGNITED 1participle of the verb PRENDER , IGNITE , turn on , illuminate , light up 2 .  Mentally active 3. 
In Chile: Colloquially drugged

prensa neumática
PNEUMATIC PRESS Machine that works under air or water pressure to perform gluing, assembly, sucking, engraving,
enhancing and riveting tasks

preordenar



PREORDER TO carry out a preliminary order, before the final one. 

prepaga
PREPAID third person singular of the present Indicative of the verb PREPAGAR , pay before consuming

preparable
PREPARED THAT can be prepared .  Preparable food comes in general ready to hydrate it (pour water) heat and serve.
 And sometimes it doesn't even require water.

prepintar
PREPINTAR coat a steel or PVC plate with an aluminium and zinc varnish or zinc only for the purpose of protecting it. 
Today there are prepainters that reverse the effect of oxidation, recovering the oxidized material that is chemically mixed
with the paint. 

prepodio
PREPODIO spelling error by PROPODIOof the Greek diminutive podion of pod, pous, foot, (as in isopod,pod and
cephalopod) which literally means before the foot.  The propodio is the anterior part of a mollusk's foot.  Do not confuse
with propodeo, sixth arthropod arthropods.  It is located between the carpopod and the dactylopod. 

preppy
PREPPY formal dress style, elegant and modern, symbolizing professional success.  He comes from Preparatory
School for the schools attended by the children of wealthy families before entering college.  In the 1920s Ivy League
students dressed british-style with smooth fabrics of defined colors and representative emblems or shields.  These prep
students created a fad that lasts to this day, with linens of deer prints, pastel tones and other attributes.  The
professionals continued to dress in the preppy style after graduating as a symbol of success. In the 1950s, brands such
as Brook Brothers, Ralph Laureen and Tommy Hilfiger appeared that met that lawsuit. 

preproduccion
PREPRODUCTION spelling error by PREPRODUCTION

preproducción
PREPRODUCTION Pre-production stage or preparation of the same . 

prepublicación
PREPUBLICATION informal publication of a scientific or academic work to be evaluated among peers, before being
sent to a journal or dditorial for publication to the public, whether specialized or general. 

prepump
PREPUMP Contraction of Pre workout pump, textually pre-workout pump, amino acid that contributes to maximize the
construction of an athletic and powerful body by increasing functional muscle strength.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be pre-workout empowerment

prepúber
PREPUBERTAL child who has not yet reached puberty, and does not yet have fully developed sexual organs.  It is
customary to set the age between 8) 9 and 12/13 years.  Girls are earlier and pubescent before boys. 



prescindente
EXPendable CARE that can be despised, discarded

presco
PRESS 1 . Colloquially, preschool shrinkage.  2 .  Place in Ciudad del Carmen, Mexico.

prescriptivismo
PRESCRIPTIVISM rule-setting policy . 

presentación cumplimiento
PRESENTATION [TO DAR/TO GIVE] COMPLIANCE Expression indicating that the presence of a person (or of a thing,
such as a certificate or permit) is required on the merit of a law or ordinance.  The filing [of the safe conduct] is
necessary to comply with the national quarantine law

presentismo
PRESENTISM philosophical doctrine that postulates that the only thing exists is the present and that both the past and
the future are unreal.  2 .  In Argentina, the additional presenteeism is a voluntary amount that the company pays to its
workers, apart from additional ones. 

president
PRESIDENT Anglicism by PRESIDENT , head of state or whoever heads some organization

presidida
PRESIDIDA Governed, led, directed, commanded.  From the verb PRESIDIR Act as president of a nation, the directory
of a company or an institution.

presintonía
PRE-TUNING, preliminary synchronization, before entering into tune

presionador
PRESSing pressure, pushing in a certain direction or direction (physical or psychological) 

presionadora
PFESIONADORA f .  of PRESSER that crushes, pushes, squeezes, compresses.  Said of a person : who harasses
(another or others) to achieve objectives of interest

presión oncótica
ONCOTIC PRESSURE, is a type of osmotic pressure generated in the walls of blood vessels by the difference in
pressure of the blood plasma inside and the interstitial fluid in the cellular interstitium

prespago
PRESPAGO Spelling Error by PREPAYMENT



pressing catch
PRESSING CATCH anglilicism meaning cachacascán or pressure wrestling, a name given in Spain to wrestling or
wrestling under the rules of WWE, World wrestling enterpises, a company that organizes wrestling events worldwide

prestabilidad
BENEFITAbility or provision of a service or benefit that is granted in ac acoming to a contract between the parties.

prestamistas
LENDERS , plural of LENDER , person or financial institution that lends cash at a pre-discounted interest rate .

pretina látigo
PRETINA LÁTIGO synonymous terms for FUSTA or strap to FUSTIGAR the horse (usually racing) when it enters the
right ground.

pretzel
PRETZEL Germanism 1 .  Thin dog, elongated body and very short legs 2.  Sweet or salty dough made of thin,
elongated roll-shaped dough that is crisscrossed a couple of times. 

prevacacional
PRE-HOLIDAY PRE-HOLIDAY

prevalimiento
PREVALENCE is the abusive action of taking advantage in the commission of a crime of their superiority, trust or
prestige with respect to the victim to facilitate the commission of the crime. Prevalence is an aggravating circumstance
of a crime, this means that it will carry a greater penalty than if in the commission of the crime there had been no
prevalence. 

previsional
SOCIAL SECURITY relating to the monthly provision or contribution for a health insurance that benefits the worker or
holder and usually covers his family group, unless they are the burden of the spouse who also works and contributes. 

prémium
HIGH category PREMIUM, extra quality (and extra price). 

préstamo pecuniario
PECUNIARY LOAN loan of money

préstamos
LOANS pl .  of LOAN

pridigo
PRIDIGO error by PRODIGAL



prigigónico
PRIGIGONIC , A Derived from the Italian prigionero , prisoner and the suffix conical , pertenienous or relative to ,
Belonging or relating to prisoners .

primadonna
PRIMADONNA of the Italian first lady literally, female opera singer who plays the title role.  Figuratively, someone who
feels the hole of the queque and seeks to be flattered, idolized, cared for. 

primavera-verano
SPRING-SUMMER season defined by the world of fashion to launch its costume collections.  It is thus defined by the
period in which the costumes are supposed to be appropriate to the climate of this time. 

primer instante
FIRST MOMENT.  The very beginning of something.  The Big Bang had a first moment but although it was very small,
many things happened.  The history of the Universe begins at 10*-49 seconds and before the start of the expansion
already produce a series of physical-chemical processes of infinitely short duration, as was the destruction of
anti-matter.  There are other first moments much less brief but lasting one or a few seconds, such as the instant
someone is known.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be first, beginning

primera residencia
FIRST RESIDENCE habitual house, as opposed to the second residence, the summer house. 

priministro
PRIMINISTRO contraction of prime minister maximum political authority in modern democracies, where the king or the
president have rather irrelevant positions from the political point of view

primitivos
PRIMITIVE PL .  of PRIMITIVE , original , of the first 2 .  Aboriginal

principescamente
PRINCIPESCAMENTE with luxury and wealth, in the fullest abundance

principio de reciprocidad legal
PRINCIPLE OF LEGAL RECIPROCITY  Diplomatic rule that applies in bilateral relations between two nations, with
respect to the treatment given to citizens and companies of one country by the other, so that they are similar. 

principio unico
UNIQUE PRINCIPLE Spelling Error by UNIQUE PRINCIPLE

principio único
UNIQUE PRINCIPLE Principles are the set of values, beliefs, norms, which guide and regulate the life of a society or
organization.  The SAR defines it as "Axiom that embodies a certain assessment of justice consisting of doctrine or
aphorisms that enjoy general and constant acceptance".  A unique principle is, therefore, one that summarises an entire
phenomenon and which is accepted by a particular organization or humanity as a whole, depending on the scope of it,
such as the Principle of Uncertainty in the field of particle physics. 



principios
PRINCIPLES, plural of PRINCIPLE, fundamental rules of a science, of an ideology or of values and behavior of a
society or group.  2 .  Idea that governs behavior 3.  Foundation or basis : The bishop is for his diocesans principle and
center of authority. 4 .   (today rare) dish served at meals between the first and desserts

principistamente
PRICIPISTALLY spelling error by PRINCIPESCAMENTE, in princely form, as a prince, very comfortably and easily. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be like kings, like a king

print
PRINT anglicism by print, graphic printing, reproduction, copying

priorizable
PRIORITIZABLE that you can be given an order of importance 2 .  You can be given priority or preference (over other
cases) 

prisionización
PRISIONIZATION aprisionamirnto , imprisonment

prisión comunicada
COMMUNICATED PRISON is the most common type of imprisonment, in which the inmate has the right to be visited
and to communicate by correspondence. 

prisión permanente revisable
PERMANENT RESTABLE PRISON life sentence, which can be appealed according to the ruling and legislation after
the age of a certain number of years, not less than 10 years, if good conduct has been done. 

private equity
PRIVATE EQUITY in the Philippines: English for PRIVATE EQUITY investment and project development company
located in Manila, Philippines. 

pro brexit
PRO BREXIT see PRO-BREXIT

pro marihuana
PRO MARIHUANA in favor (legalization) of marijuana.

pro tempore
PRO TEMPORE temporarily, or transiently . 

pro vida
PRO LIFE for life



pro-barcelona
PRO-BARCELONA in favor of the city or the football team or its sports club. 

pro-brexit
PRO-BREXIT in favour of Britain's withdrawal from the European community

pro-europea
PRO-EUROPE In favour of Europe

pro-panacota
PRO-PANACOTA There is no such thing in Spanish, because the prefixes are not attached with hyphens, except in the
case of proper names such as anti-Evo.  PROPANACOTA, would mean in favor or benefit of panacota, dessert of Italian
cream, which does not make sense.  Another dubious alternative would be to appoint a chef or professional of the
making of the panacota. 

proa trawler
PROA TRAWLER 'trawler' derives from 'trawl' conical shaped net to catch fish.  The trawler is a boat that uses a trawl. 
Proa trawler would be a type of bow of a boat adapted for fishing with that net. 

proambientalista
person, institution, or action for the protection of the environment.

proamericana
PROAMERICANA 1 .  In favor of the United States of America 2 .  For America

proamericano
PRO-AMERICAN in favor of Americans or the American 2 .  In favor of the American continent

probation
 ( ON )  PROBATION anglilicism by ( in ) state of proof or observation, situation in which someone who has committed a
misdemeanor is left, giving him the opportunity to exculpame him if he maintains good behavior for a pre-set period. 

probidez
PROBIDEZ Quality of probo .  Person of absolute correctness, honest, high ethics and moral.

problemas
PLURAL PROBLEMS OF PROBLEM .  See PROBLEM .

problematización
PROBLEMATIZATION Conversion (of something) into a problem, or increase in already existing complexity

probosele
PROBÓSELE ( and not probosele ) reflective form of the infidetermined preterite of the verb TEST Probósele is



equivalent to saying You were tested

probrexit
PRO-BREXIT, (which is) in favour of Britain's exit from the European Community

procalidad
PROCALITY in Chile: a non-profit organization founded in 2001 between Praxis Human Xperience and Adolfo Ibáñez
University. 

procedimientos
PLURAL PROCEDURES OF PROCEDURE Action and effect of proceeding 2 .  Rule or rule preset to act accordingly in
case a predetermined situation arises. 

procelitos
PROCELITOS spelling aberration by PROS-LITS , plural of PROS-LITO follower of a faith or doctrine

proces
PROCES See PROCES

procesadora
PROCESSOR f .  kitchen appliance to prepare make purees, prepare doughs for cakes and the like.  The process is dry

procesismo
PROCESISMO term created in 2014 to cohesive the set of independence movements and ideologies in Catalonia,
called process in Catalan. Alfons López Tena, former deputy of Solidaritat Catalana (SI), explains it more clearly: "It is
about maintaining a perpetual process and living off it.  Promise independence as a horizon, with no intention of
achieving it, to win autonomic and municipal elections, and maintain client networks." 

proceso de paz
PEACE PROCESS Conversations between two parties in war.

proce´s
PROCES is called the Catalan separatist process that occurred between 2012 and 2020 that seeks to independent
Catalonia from Spain. 

prochina
PROCHINA for China

prochino
PROCHINO for or for the benefit of the Chinese

proclastinador
PROCLASTINATOR Spelling Error by PROCRASTINATOR



proclives
PRONE pl .  of PRONE inclined to , with preference for

procrasturbación
PROCRASTURBATION Contraction of PROCRASTINATION, dilate, procrastination, and MASTURBATION, manual
excitation to reach the climax.  This ingenious combination to express the action of dilating or postponing the climax
intentionally, by stopping friction (either personal masturbation or suspending the penetration of the partner or the same)
or with starting to think about something that separates the mind from pleasure and reduces or nullifies the excitement,  
it is really a genius of its author.  .  

procupado
PROCUPADO error of typing by WORRIED , participle of WORRY

prodeudos
PRODEUDOS Beneficiaries of the assets of a deceased .  PRO DEUDOS , for the benefit of mourners or deudos .

producción en masa
MASS PRODUCTION rather SERIES PRODUCTION Refers to a method devised by Henry Ford to produce large
volumes of products much faster, cheaper and more efficiently.  Instead of a worker or group completely manufacturing
a car, he designed assembly lines, where the vehicles were moving while the operators remained in their positions,
doing the slightest part, but always the same with maximum perfection and efficiency.  This technique is universally used
today on all mass product production lines.

producción en serie
PRODUCTION IN SERIES Productive system that keeps workers in their fixed positions, while the products advance
through an assembly line.  Contrary to what was usual, where a crew a group of workers produced a car from inico to
finish.  Henry Ford invented the assembly line system, where each worker was optimized because he always and
repeatedly did the same task.

producida
PRODUCED colloquially makeup, arranged to kill. 

product manager
PRODUCT MANAGER pompous title awarded to the person responsible for marketing a product that produces or
markets a large company. 

production designer
PRODUCTION DESIGNER Production Designer .  It is somewhat strange because a designer works in design or
modeling, stages prior to production, when the production program is already confirmed and approved. 

producto-consumo
PRIDUCTO-CONSUMO mala traducción del Inglés CONSUME PRODUCT, which refers to a genre of memes that
make fun and irony about consumerism, particularly about fans of major pop cultural franchises such as Star Wars and
superhero movies. 



productor de vídeos
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO PRODUCER (or videos) dedicated to generating audiovisual products for commercial,
industrial and educational purposes

proetarra
PROETARRA for etharras

proeuropeo
PROEUROPEO de pro , for or for;  ( who is ) in favour of the European

proeuropeo proeuropea
PROEUROPEO , In favour of the pes of Europeans.  .  . no, no, it wasn't a joke.  It means in favour of what is coming
from Europe, in favour of europeans. 

proeuropeos
PROEUROPEOS plural of PROEUROPEO, which favors or is in favour of Europeans. 

profanable
PROFANABLE that can be desecrated, which can be desecrated, treated without due respect something that is
considered sacred

profesor adjunto ta
ADTE PROFESSOR, A Assistant Professor, Professor of Support to the Full Professor of a University Chair

profujimontesinista
PROFUJIMONTESINISTA pro, in favor of and Montesino, of the mountain, someone who is in favor (somehow) of
Mount Fuji, sacred mountain of Japan.

profujimontesino
PROFUJIMONTESINO , spelling error by PROFUJIMONTESINOS, in favor of the duo Alberto Fujimori and Vladimiro
Montesinos, or his anti-terrorism policy, against the scourge of Shining Path. 

progenitoras
PROGENITORS f .  and pl .  of PROGENITOR, the one who gives life, or contributes to the creation of it

progobernabilidad
PROGOBERNABILITY for the sake of governance, in favor of addressability, of the administration

progresivista
PROGRESSIVE 1 Person for Progressiveism 2 .  Related to or pertaining to the doctrine of progressiveism

progresos
progress is the progress that has been made in a project, plan or development.



progubernamental
PROGUBERNAMENTAL in favor of the government, in the aid of executive. 

proindependencia
PRO-INDEPENDENCE IN FAVOUR OF INDEPENDENCE

proindependentista
PROINDEPENDENTIST Person or ideology in favor of independence.

proinmigrante
PROINMIGRANTE in favor of immigration or foreigners who enter with intentions of residing in another country. 

project planner
PROJECT PLANNER anglicism by planner pprojects .  Project management software

proleptico
PROLEPTICO spelling error by proleptic relating to prolepsis or FLASHFORWAR Literaryfigure belonging to the group 5
PICTURESQUE FIGURES or DESCRIPTIVE FIGURES consists in the chronological alteration of the story, moving the
narrative, temporarily, to the future.  The descriptive figures are : 5 1 AUTORETRATO , 5 . 2 BILDUNGSROMAN , 5 . 3
CRONOGRAPHY , 5 . 4 ETOPEYA , 5 . 5 KENNINGS, 5. 6 PROLEPSIS 5 . 7 PROSOPOGRAPHY , 5 . 8 PORTRAIT
and 5 . 9 TOPOGRAPHY or LANDSCAPE

proleto
PROLETO Proletarian, worker, worker

promarxista
PRO-MARXIST in favor of Marxism

promedios
AVERAGES pl .  of AVERAGE

prometidos
PROMISED 1 .  Repl.  boyfriend, committed to getting married.  In the plural it can refer to the married couple.  2 .  Pl. 
of the participle of the verb PROMISE, to give the floor to take seriously a commitment

promontorios
PROMONTORY PLURAL PROMONTORY .  Small elevation in the terrain.

promotion
English PROMOTION by promotion.  Course or grade.  2 .  Advertising for a product or service. 

pronúnciese
PROTECT yourself imperative : please say in this way, talk like this



prooccidental
PROOCCIDENTAL of thought, ideas or disposition favorable to the Western, whether the Greco-Latin culture, or the
European, American or Australuano

propietarismo
PROPIETARISM Ideology that supports and promotes private property

proposiciones
PROPOSALS plural of PROPOSAL, offer, offer

proptosis
PROPTOSIS Protruding eyes .  Get out of their orbits.

propulsores
PROPULSOR's plural PROPULSORES that drives

prosapio
PROSAPIO Spelling Error by PROSAPIA does not exist male . 

proseparatista
PROSEPARATIST in favor of independence

prosocial
PROSOCIAL in favour of the social

protagonistas
PLURAL PROTAGONISTS of PROTAGONISTA main character of a real fact or of a film, work or novel. 

proteccionismo económico
ECONOMIC PROTECTIONISM .  Doctrine or philosophy that generates subsidies, preferential tariffs and other
measures to benefit the national industry to the detriment of external competition, giving advantages to connationals
over imported agents or products, possibly in contravention of international trade agreements or standards.

protectiva
Protective PROTECTIVE, which protects . 

protectivo
PROTECTIVO protector, which protects

protegerte
PROTECT YOU reflexive form second singular person of the verb PROTEGER , care , shelter



protoidea
PROTOIDEA idea sketch, basic general idea

protokirchnerismo
PROTOKIRCHNERISMO in Argentina : rudiments or basic foundations of Kirchnerist doctrine, by Nestor Kirchner or by
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner. 

protoliberales
PROTOLIBERALES of the Greek proto first and the Latin liberalis generous, who works with liberality, plural of
PROTOLIBERAL Persona considered as a liberal even before liberalism was established as a doctrine.

prototipado
PROTOTIPADO participle of the verb prototipar , build a prototype or model. 

prototipaje
PROTOTYPING action and effect of building a prototype or preliminary model

protrusión inguinal
PROTRUSION INGUINAL PROTRUSION output from the contents of an INGUINAL cavity from the groin It is the
weakening of the gastric wall that allows the inguinal bulge in the navel part, by which a portion of intestine or other
organ of the gastric area is outsourced

proturca
PROTURCO women's PROTURCA, which is or acts on behalf of Turkey or the Turks. 

proturco
PROTURCO in favor of Tutquía or the government, of the Turks, or of what is of Turkish origin. 

protusión
PROTUSION of Latin trusus (pushed as intruding and retrusion), participle of the verb trudere ( push).  Cototo , tumor ,
abnormal expansion (of a tissue or material ) 

provisión de víveres
the amount of food which is an amount that is suitable for a particular purpose.

proxemia
PROXEMIA of Latin proximus, very close, use that is made of nearby space, which is around the body. 

prueba-error
TRIAL-ERROR of the English TRIAL AND ERROR, scientific method of approximation to the solution of a theoretical or
practical problem consisting of making retries that are approaching the correct answer until it is found.  Successive
approximations .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be trial and error, successive approximations, trial
and error



pruebacoches
TESTcoCHES in English car tester .  12V device to measure electric currents in the car engine

pseudo ideológico -ca
PSEUDO IDEOLOGICAL -CA View PSEUDOIDEOLOGICAL .  Never will anyone come to the dictionary to look for the
meaning of meaning with the spelling posed so it is recommended to see the aforementioned . 

pseudoartístico
PseudoARTISTIC prefix pseudo, false, imitator; who appears or pretends to be artistic but is not

pseudociencia
PSEUDOCIENCIA It is that set of predicaments, postulates or knowledge based on practices or beliefs, which are
incompatible with the scientific method.

pseudoentrevista
PSEUDOENTREVISTA simulation of a real interview, either by handling pre-recorded material, or by other means. 

pseudoideológico
PSEUDOIDEOLOGICAL that pretends to be ideological, but which is not; supposedly or falsely doctrinal. 

pseudolíder
PSEUDO-LEADER false leader, person who simulates a leadership, but who does not comply with what he proposes. 

pseudomedicina
PSEUDOMEDICINE fake medicine, simulation of medical care or prescribe drugs without scientific certainty of its
effectiveness. 

pseudopene
PSEUDOPENE organ that looks like a penis, but does not become so.  Figuratively, in derogatory form it is said of the
penis very small . 

pseudoprestigiosa
PSEUDOPRESTIGIOSA female pseudoPRESTIGIOSO

pseudoprestigioso
PSEUDOPRESTIGIOUS relative to a false prestige, which seem to give prestige but which is unreal : There is no
symbolic and pseudo-religious second generation; there are victims and executioners; and, of course, accomplices. 

pseudoterapia
PSEUDOTERAPIA treatment that replaces a genuine one with one half or of dubious quality and efficacy. 

psico-vampírica
PSYCHOVAMPRIC , A concerning the emotional vampire.  There are 7 toxic personalities, according to psychology,



qualified as psychovampiric, because they exhaust your reservations of optimism and good vibes : they are people
without empathy who feed on the emotional strength of others, and are : 1 .  Critical Personality 2 .   Pessimistic
Personality 3 .  Catastrophic Personality 4 .  Complaining and Victimistic Personality 5 .  Aggressive Personality 6. 
Sarcastic personality 7 .  Pusillanimous personality

psicoafectivo
PSYCHOSFECTIVE Apart from writing algedonic, as I learned from the philosopher Stafford Beer when implementing
the computer system of the Synco project in Chile that aimed to manage the entire strategic industry in a cybernetic and
centralized way, I agree with Felipe Lorenzo.  For me the concept of affective includes the aspect of the psyche, soul
and / or mind integrally, and I find that it is rather a flowery and bombastic speech without adding real content to the
oratory.  However, specialists, such as psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists and other scholars may want to make
distinctions between the psychoaffective, more sexually and sentimentally oriented, and the psychosocial, more oriented
to the action of the individual with respect to the human means in which it operates.  But that both concepts have fuzzy
boundaries, they do. 

psicocómica
PSICOCOMIC, A of the psycho prefix meaning mind, and comes in turn from the Greek psycho meaning soul.  The
comic suffix must be a spelling error by COSMIC , .  Psychocosmic is the incorporation of feelings, moods or feelings
into a story to relate them to elements of nature.

psicocósmico
PSYCHOCOSMIC literary figure that is presented when the feeling, emotions or mood of one or more characters are
associated with the ekements of nature. 

psicodesintoxicación
PSICODESINTOXICATION Term composed of PSICO, Greek psyche, human soul of the prefix DES- undo, reverse and
the noun INTOXICATION, poisoning of the body as a result of toxins, which are inhaled, eaten or drunk, or generated
internally by organic failures, such as kidney failures.  PSICOINTOXICATION is a process of psychic mental damage of
the person by external, depressing and disruptive effects or by hormonal failures, usually genetic. The process of
psycho-spiritual healing is called psychodestoxification, which is based on psychiatric, clinical, psychological or purely
spiritual therapies, such as follow-up, after-inspection, esoteric or other techniques.

psicodetrito
Psychotoxic PSYCHODETRITO resulting from an experience that causes suffering, pain.  Deferral of detrito-garbage,
waste

psicoemotivo
PSYCHOEMOTIVE related to psychoemotional, branch of psychology that addresses emotions and analyzes how they
affect people's quality of life. 

psicofonías
PLURAL PSYCHOPHONIES of PSYCHOPHONIA

psicomatico
PSYCHOMATIC Spelling Error by PSYCHOSOMATIC



psicopolítica
PSYCHOPOLITICAL interaction between human psychology and politics or political phenomena. Term invented by Ivor
Armatrong in the 40's. 2 .  Study of the psychological aspects of political behavior and its structuring. 

psicopolítico
PSYCHOPOLITICAL , A 1 . psychopolitics, or destruction of the meaning of words.  2 .  A system of domination in which
seduction and sagacity are used instead of being used, getting men to subjugate themselves voluntarily without realizing
their loss of freedoms. 

psicoskate
PSICOSKATE anglicism deformation derived from Psycho, short for psychosis, psychosis and skateboarding, skating,
skating.  Psycho is the brand of the skateboard and in English it is written PSYCHO SKATE

puaf!
Oh, puAF! Interjection denoting disgust, displeasure.

pubalgia
PUBALGIA Injury in the pelvic region related to an inflammation in the area, caused by sudden changes in the surfaces.
and other causes. 

pubecentes
PUBECENTES Spelling error of the term and plural of PUBESCENTE

publicitante
PUBLICITANTE Who orders and pays to produce and distribute a given advertisement.

pueblo endomingado
PEOPLE INDOMINGADO place adorned and decorated as to celebrate some special occasion. 

puede ser
IT MAY BE adverbial question that manifests doubt or possibility : Will you reach to be for the start of the event? -It can
be, it depends.

puercas
PUERCAS f .  plural of PUERCO .  Pig, pig.

pueriles
PUERILES plural of PUERIL , relative or belonging to a child

puerquito
PIGLET Colloquial way of telling someone that it is a pig to eat, that they eat badly and in a little decorous way. 
Diminutive pork, pig



puertardo
Door derogatory DOOR

puertas
PLURAL DOORS of DOOR opening on the wall to be able to cross it.

puerto vallarta
PUERTO VALLARTA Tourist town, full of resorts on the Mexican Pacific coast.  This town has beautiful beaches and a
great nightlife

puesta a masa
GROUNDed MASS .  Ground link line .  The grounding allows to protect the equipment that works with electricity in the
event of an electrical fault, so that the discharge goes precisely to the ground and does not overload the equipment by
burning or damaging them seriously, if there is no major damage and the equipment or construction is on fire.  Some
synonyms, similar words or expressions may be grounded, grounded

puigdemon
PUIGDEMON mistake by PUIGDEMONT former president of the Generalitat de Catalunya

puigdemont
PUIGDEMONT Carles, elected President of the Generalitat de Catalunya, as an alternative and to stop the re-election of
Artur Mas.  He propelled a referendum for the independence of Catalonia, committing various crimes so he had to flee to
Belgium. 

puigdemón
PUIGDEMON castilian form of PUIGDEMONT

pujolisme
PUJOLISME Catalan by PUJOLISMO , political movement that emerged around Jordi Pujol, prominent politician of
Catalan nationalism, former president of the Generalitat de Catalunya between 1980 and 2003. 

pulgareado
PULGAREADO participle of the verb PULGAREAR disused shape for a type of pruning of vines 2 .  Vote, put your
thumb up or down

pulgarear
THUMBING neologism make a like , point with the thumb ( up or down ) Some synonyms , words or similar expressions
may be give a like , give a unlike

pulgarejo
PULGAREJO It is a small cut of meat that is usually called fine entails.  In a 300 kilo animal produces a piece of no more
than a kilo and a half.

pulgas de arena



ARENA PULGAS In Chile is a beetle that is located on the beaches and that emerges from the sand when the waters
are removed, reburied.  It measures about 2 to 3 cms and is harmless.  2 .  In tropical regions the tunga penetrates a
flea of less than 1 mm is thus called the tunga penetran.  which penetrates the skin, particularly the feet, producing
tungiasis.

pulmones
PULMONES plural of PULMONON

pultocracia
PULTOCRACY typing error by PLUTICRACY< o gobierno de los ricos .  o="" gobierno="" de="" los="" ricos="" .=""></ o
gobierno de los ricos . >

pulzante
PULZANT that emits pulses, such as heartbeats, vibratory or light signals. 

pumpa
PUMPA in Chile: buttocks, rear, possibly derived from the Portuguese BUMBA.  In Venezuela: top hat. 

punitivismo
PUNITIVISM doctrine that seek to punish crimes against women with very serious penalties. 

punitivista
PUNITIVISTA Who is in favor of applying sanctions

punk rock
PUNK ROCK musical genre appeared in the 70s which is characterized by being countercultural and independent.  It
has origins in hard rock, rock and roll and other rock genres. 

punky
PUNKY anglicanism by quirky, protester, dyed hairstyle and crests, violentist, especially musical, originating in the 70s
of the protest against the conventionalism of society. 

punsante o pulsante
PULSATING that emits pulses, such as heartbeats, light, magnetic, electrical, or other waves, usually with a certain
periodicity or frequency

punsetiana
Punsetean women's PUNSETEANA, referred to one of the writers Eduard Punset or Elsa Punset.  2 concerning the
Spanish indie-pop band Los Punsetes, appeared in Madrid in 2004. 

punsetiano
PUNSETIANO relating to or belonging to the work of the writer Eduard Punset or his person.  2 .  In addition to the writer
Elsa Punset. 



punta-tacón
POINT-TACON maneuver run by racers by pressing the brake with the toe and simultaneously pressing the throttle with
the heel.  This slows down and at the same time decreases by one or more gears at the entrance of a curve. 

puntete
POINTing shoe that is given to the ball with the tip of the button

puntica
TIP DIMINUTIVE PUNTICA

punto de inflexion
INFLEXION POINT Spelling error by INFLEXIÓN POINT , point where the derivative of a function changes from sign,
from negative to positive, or vice versa .  Graphically , is a point where the curve changes direction.  Mathematically it
occurs when the second derivative is equal to zero . 

punto de inflexión
INFLEXIÓN POINT Point of a curve whose slope changes direction 2 .  Time when things change, for better or worse. 

punto jonbar
JONBAR POINT Singularity over time in a sci-fi narrative that allows to generate different historical development
alternatives depending on the circumstances and conditions chosen in each case. 

punto limpio
CLEAN POINT place where citizens of a commune can deliver disused things to be recycled. 

punto panoramico
PANORAMIC POINT reaturant in San Carlos de Bariloche , Río Negro , Argentina . 2 .  Point from where you can see a
great panorama of a place, like a terrace facing a lake

puntocom
PUNTOCOM web page whose domain is COM , assignment that is given to commercial pages.  Puntoorg are pages of
NGGs and other organizations, puntogob are pages of government, dotmx is a page of Mexico. 

puntos jonbar
JONBAR POINTS see JONBAR POINT and JONBAR TURN

puntualmente en ese orden
PUNTUALMENTE IN THAT ORDER Expression indicating that an action is executed in a precise order .  According to a
defined priority list

pupilas
PUPILAS plural of PUPILA, black and small circle in the center of the iris of the eye. 



pupusas
PUPUSAS in El Salvador : thick corn or rice tortillas that are stuffed with cheese, chicharrón, atote or refried beans, or
some combination of these ingredients.  It can also be stuffed with cheese with parrot (El Salvador and Guatemala plant,
whose flower is edible).  Do not confuse with LOCRO, stew of pre-Hispanic origin. 

pura vida
PURA LIFE Typical expression of Costa Rica .  It is in fact, and by far, the most used.   It is used to signal well-being,
happiness, joy, greet, etc.  So used is that the Costa Rican Tourism Institute has its motto that says : Costa Rica Pura
Vida!

purcha
PURCHA Spanglich derived from PURCHE purchase , 2 .  Typing error by Puncha púa, sharp tip: they punched the
referee with a stoke when he went down to the dressing room. 

purépechas
Purépecha Pueblo indígenas that inhabited the northwestern region of the Mexican state of Michoacán, mainly in the
area of the cities of Uruapan and Pátzcuaro.

purínica
PURNIC , A relative to wildebeest , one of the two chemical compounds with which DNA and RNA are built.   Guanine
and adenine, bases that form hydrogen bridges with pyrimidine molecules to form DNA and RNA, are examples of
purines. 

purpúrico
PURRER 1 .  Purple 2 .  Purple

push up
PUSH UP 1 .  They hold that it lifts the breasts, making them look erect and turgid.  2 .  Elbow flexion that is done by
resting the tip of the feet and hands on the ground, lifting and descending the body, without touching the ground. 
Lizards, iron, bending

pusher
PUSHER English word derived from the verb TO PUSH push .  It means PUSHER and is used to designate people who
provide drugs.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be drug dealer, dwaler, narco, pichicatero

pusilanimes
PUSILANIMES Plural spelling error of PUSILANIMIME Said of a person : Desganado , without the strength to make
decisions at the necessary times.  2 .  Own a pusillanimous person : attitude.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be characterless, weak in character, timid

pusome
PÚSOME ( and not PUSOME ) Reflective form of the transitive verb pronominal PONER , indefinite mode , first singular
person .  Said of a person : Stain it or fill it with something.

pussy bow



PUSSY BOW, abbreviated from pussycat bow, a female popcorn corbate that is worn as a bow around the neck, as is
sometimes done with kittens.

pussycat bow
PUSSYCAT BOW anglicism by kitten bow, neck scarf style, tie, bow that is frequently associated with blouses and
feminine attire.  Its name derives from the bow that forms around the neck, similar to the arch shape taken by the
corbatines that are put on kittens and cats. 

pustulares
PUSTULARES , plural of PUSTULAR Relative to pustules injury or red plate (erythematose ) and extensive, presenting
areas of purulent content

putaear
error by PUTEAR

putear
1.  In Chile : Challenge, throw the anger 2 .  Prostitution, prostitution 3 .  Walking with whores.  Pay the women you
sleep with.  Go slutty

putiadero
PUTIADERO Place not intended for it where many couples are engaged in having sex.  In Chile, during the penguin
revolution, between March and June 2006, students aged 14 to 17 took schools and pupils slept in classrooms.  In
mixed schools they became and dozens of girls became pregnant.

putico
PUTO DIminutive PUTICO , Male Noun .  Referring to the man who engages in the office or activity of prostitution, in
which he offers his body in exchange for a monetary reward.

putingui
PUTINGUI 1 .  Putinga, cheap whore.  2 .  Italian surname.  3 .  Pseudonym daiana on Pinterest 4.  Twitter hashtag

putiovi
PUTIOVI 1. Poker player 2. Facebook user

putófo
PUToFOBO who hates, fears them or feels uncomfortable with whores. 

puxaxe
PUXAXE in Mexico: dish prepared with meats of res or pork, stewed in a thick sauce of chilies and spices.  There are
variations depending on the region. 

puzzleada
PUZZLED f .  PUZZLED, derived from puzzle, English puzzle, puzzle.  It means problem, being confused, in a
complicated situation.  In wspañol there are no words that are written with zz so that the SAR would never approve this



spelling.

público-privada
PUBLIC-PRIVATE f .  of private public .  which has a symbiosis between the state and the private : public-private
corporation .  In Spanish the rule allows the hyphen only when the second term or suffix is a proper name, as in
pro-Chile, but even in this case we correctly write proChile. 

público-privado
PUBLIC-PRIVATE conjunction or complementation of the public with the private.

púdicos
PUNIC PLURAL OF PUNIC , modest relative to modesty .  Honest, chaste 2 belonging to the sexual organs. 

q es bribonsuelo
BRIBONZUELO (and not bribonsuelo) diminutive of BRIBON, evil.  Always the diminutives that end in zuelo are written
with zeta, never with s.  Example, thief, portezuelo, pintezuelo, mozuelo, old-age. 

q significa chamom
CHAMON (and not CHAMOM ) In Mexico : Chamaco that is only dedicated to tripiar (having sex in Mexico , pulling (to
trip , traveling ) in others ,

q significa longo
LONGO, long.  In Peru : it is used in a pejorative sense : vago longo, dirty longa, smug longo.  Quichua lungu, which
means boy.

q significa mushpa
 ( which means )  MUSHPA comes from the KISHWA or Ecuadorian quichua and means IDO or VOLADO .  Contempt
of that Ecuadorian communists treat pro-Americans. 

q significa wawa
that means wawa is incorrectly written and should be written as bus being its meaning:<br>form of vulgar spelling or
barbarism by bus

qa
QA acronym Quality Assurance, which consists of the set of procedures defined to ensure the appropriate and required
level of quality in a process or management.  Do not confuse with Q A, which is anglicism for Questions and Answers,
i.e. Q&amp;A, which, often, manufacturers of a product or service already have documented for the whole public.

qioscos
QIOSCOS plural of Kiosk View Kiosk with U

qizai
QUIZAI, Mandarin Chinese.  means the seventh son.  It is the name given to a panda bear abandoned by its mother,
found in the mountains of quinling, in China.  It has been treated, unsuccessfully until 2020, to generate offspring.



qls
QLS .   1 .  Australian legal institution, In English Queensland Law Society, located in Brisbane ( Queensland).  2 .  An
English acronym for Quality Leadership System (QLS), which gives each worker the authority to control a product 3.  In
the sense of aconcept 2.  two Chileans created the Youtube channel Movies - QLS and then expanded to a more
popular one called Critics - QLS

qsi
QSI acronyms that have many institutions that have to do with Quality or Chemistry.  1 .  QSI Peru Industrial Chemical
Project Company 2 .  Qualtiy Services International GmbH German company dedicated to food and pharmaceutical
analysis .  3 .  QSI Quality Schools International based in Saudi Arabia 4. Chemical Swiss Industrial Peruvian Company
5 .  QSI Ecuador Industrial Equipment and Machinery 6 .  Quality Standards for Imaging imaging service in the UK 7. 
QSI refrigerated cameras with CCD devices for photographic and scientific applications.

qsl
QSL is a radio code and amateur radios that means Acknowledgement Receipt

qualy
QUALY qualifying round to enter the score of a tournament to be held soon. 

que agogera
What a doomsayer : that person of bad omens , predictor of bad news

que cacao tengo
THAT COCOA I HAVE rhetorical figure to express warmth or indignation .  Cocoa possesses a lot of calories, 228 per
100 grams, so they are part of the survival provisions for soldiers, climbers and other related activities. 

que come el cacomixtle
( WHAT THE )  CACOMIXTLE nahuatl tlaco, claco , medium and mixtli lion or half-feline In Mexico and Central America
: Animal carnivore similar to the cougar .  It is the common name of two species of protionids : Bassaricus sumichrasti
and Bassaricus astutus .  It hunts invertebrates and small vertebrates, but its main diet is fruit.

que contra argumento
THAT COUNTER ARGUMENT ERROR WHY COUNTERARGUMENT! expression denoting astonishment, positive or
negative for a response received.  Spanish prefixes are written oegados to the word master . 

que dante
QUE DANTE adverbial locution meaning how frigthening. Derived from dantesque, as Dante's hell.

que descansa sobre
WHICH RESTS ON that it is based on (proven facts, scientific data, etc.  ) , which is based on

que desgracia
WHAT A DISGRACE exclamation of frustration or sorrow.  I'm sorry to hear about a sorry situation. 



que e3s la fragilidad
FRAGILITY 1 .  the quality of fragile, which can be broken.  2 .  That he's weak

que enaltece
ENALTECEDER That exalts, which dignifies

que era el modelo ptolemaico
PTOLEMAICO MODEL Geocentric astronomical model, that is, in which the Earth was the center and all planets
revolved around the Earth, describing complicated orbits.  It was described by Ptolemy in the 2nd century. C.

que es el cicatamex
WHICH IS THE CICATAMEX. in Mexico: Cicatamex does not exist.  It is a spelling error that was introduced in naming
the Center for Scientific and Technological Research of Avocado of the State of Mexico, CICTAMEX S. C. 

que es gruñona
IT'S GRUMPY to see GRUMPY, angry, good for anger or complaining. 

que es infrinjir
Infringing (Committing a misdemeanor or offense by ) not respecting (a rule) Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be not respecting, violating, committing offense

que es tusa
TUSA In Chile Horse Neck : Be up to the tusa .  Be up to the masses, in debt. Being very angry, angry, outraged, styed.
2 .  Corn cob wrap.  3 .  In Colombia, it is a love depression : I was abandoned by Joaquin.  I have a huge tusa.

que es un dialogo
DIALOGo dialog is the first person of the present indicative of DIALOGAR to converse between two people. 
DIALOGUE, which is what you wanted to ask, is a conversation between two.  MONOLOG IS a SOLILOQUIO or speak
alone.  Dialogue is between two, CHARLA or TERTULIA is between several.

que mala onda
THAT MALA ONDA Expression that denotes rejection of someone's attitude or decision : What a bad vibe! .  My parents
decided not to go out tonight, and they don't give me permission either.  .   2 .  Unreason over something that went
wrong : What a bad vibe! They didn't lend the apartment to Julian.

que me quiten lo bailao
THAT I REMOVE IT IS another form of the original expression WHAT ATE AND BAILADO DO NOT REMOVE IT
NOBODY, meaning that one can be sanctioned and penalized for offenses and crimes, but you cannot take away the
taste that was given.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be that I get the dance

que menos
LESS!  Adverbial aquetion indicating that no less is expected, which is the minimum expected.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be the bare minimum



que no toma alcohol
YOU DO NOT TAKE ALCOHOL Absthemies, which does not consume beverages containing fermentation or alcohol
graduation.

que ofrece esperando obtener beneficio
OFFERINGS WAITING TO GET BENEFIT That help is interested, with a view to providing a service for a value and not
free of charge

que pena
THAT PENALTY adverbial locution that expresses sorrow or feeling of pity. 

que pervetido
THAT PERVERTED THAT depraved, degenerate, that libidinous

que quiere decir que tu amigo me hace los mandados
 ( WHICH MEANS THAT )  YOUR FRIEND MAKES ME THE MANDADOS which is a inferior, a person only able to do
minor services, which is easily manageable and subordinate.  2 It is used as a depective response to a threat: You
command me. 

que quiere decir tuque
TUQUE from French and English, wool cap, especially the tuque wears a ball-shaped yarn pom pom, very common in
skiers. 

que quieres desir dentro de 3 dias en adelante
WITHIN THREE DAYS FORWARD Means that, to count from now, within 3 more days, or later.  From the fourth day. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be from the 3 days to be counted from now, starting on the fourth
day

que se icnifica escarpa
ESCARPA third person of the present indicative of the verb ESCARPAR . use escarpment or broom to mold or carve a
sculpture.  Do not confuse with SCARPADO, steep, difficult to access : steep terrain.

que se ignifica bruise
BRUISE from English, bruise, bruise.

que se ignificaesculapio
WHAT IS IGNIFICAESCULAPIO Spelling Error BY WHAT DOES ESCULAPIO MEAN? .  See SCULAPIO .

que se inifica comtaminar en el disionario
THAT COMTAMINAR IN THE CONTAMINAR DISIONARY ( and not comtaminate) means soiling, infecting, damaging
the environment, deteriorating, degrading the quality of the air, water or soil of a place. 

que se pueda permear
THAT CAN BE PERMEAR That a liquid ( lo , the ) can pass through, which is not waterproof.



que se significa intraoculares
INTRAOCULARES plural of intraocular in the inner part of the eye . 

que se significa la palabra la virgen
WHAT DO I KNOW? SIGNIFICA THE WORD THE VIRGIN See VIRGEN

que seynifica jarillas
YOU SEYNIFICA JARILLAS See JARILLA

que si
WHAT IF conditional expression IF SO

que sicnifica alhue
ALHUo in Chile : 1 .  proper name that serves for men or women.  2 .  According to the Mapuches it is the soul of the
dead that persists until its total dissolution.  3 .  Place in Melipilla , Metropolitan Region , in Chile . 

que sicnifica desgraciadamente
UNFORTUNATELY In unfortunate form.  In a pitiful, painful way 2.  With great sorrow or sorrow.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be woefully, with regret, with sorrow, it is a pity but

que signifa permeado
WHICH MEANS filtered PERMEATE that has penetrated inside a liquid (something physical) or an idea (something
conceptual, immaterial ) 

que signifia ser reflectivo
BE REFLECTIVE.  It is a barbarism, then, the right thing to say, to be REFLECTING, that is to say that it reflects the
light, the joy, the penalty of the person(s) that surround it.  Like it's a mirror.

que significca prehspanica
Pre-Hispanic , a (and not prehspanic ) Refers to the period before the Spanish conquest and colonization in America

que siignifica la palabra album
ALBUM does not exist.  The correct word is ALBUM and comes from the Latin album, white waxing, albo.  It is a blank
bound book, which incorporates photographs, documenros, poems, souvenirs, stamps and other collections.  2
Phonographic disc with recorded songs .

que sinnifica quintino
QUINTINO Latin origin name, derived from Quintinius, which was used rn northern Italy.  Probably Quintino and.
Quintilio were a hypocoristic for the fifth children.

que son las sustancias amilaceas
AMYlum Latin AMYlum AMYACEAE, Starch; containing or resembles starch. 



que son los paños de gualaceo
WHAT ARE THE CLOTHS OF GUALACEO SEE CLOTHS OF GUALACEO . 

que suerte!
WHAT LUCK! academically What luck! , exclamation of joy for something unexpected and lucky. 

que super shik
WHAT SUPER CHIC! Exclamation that means very elegant, very fine.  Comes from French chic, elegant, delicate,
fashionable

que transcurre
THAT TRANCURRE happens, that happens, that happens in time

que verga
WHAT A COCK! Exclamation that women usually make when they see an oversized phallus

queban
QUEBAN English slang for the blackest black you can see or meet.  It keeps everything black, such as, for example,
hair.  He likes a lot of women but can't be with them.  A queban is typically single, but he doesn't like to be single. She's
a good friend of Ivan's even if he's a whore.  The best option for a queban today is an Asian woman and make him
laugh.  He's a nice guy whose unknown hobby are the race tracks. 

quebrachitol
QUEBRACHITOL From Wikipedia: Natural optically active cyclitol, a cyclic polyol.  It can be found in Allophylus edulis
and in the serum that remains after coagulation of the latex Hevea brasiliensis in the rubber extraction operation

quebracho chileno
QUEBRACHO CHILENO senna candolleana shrub common of the central area of Chile, endemic, spherical cup and
dense foliage.  It is also called caper because of the resemblance of its floral buttons to the CAPPARIS SPINOSA, a
Mediterranean edible widely used to season congrio, corvina and other fish. 

quebrachos
Quebracho.  It is thus called a set of trees and shrubs native to South America.

quedar con cola
STAY WITH COLA get frustrated, dissatisfied

quedar con cuello
BEING LEFT WITH A NECK in Chile: staying with the desire, getting frustrated, seeing expectations fail

quedar corto
FALLING SHORT in Chile: not reaching the amount that was needed: I was short by 0 . 07 seconds to go to the
Olympics, I was short of money



quedar en vergüenza
STAY IN VERGUEENZA feeling embarrassed by something dishonorable happened

quedar frito
STAY FRIED A person's saying : Lose , run out of options

quedar la escoba
STAY THE BROOM get muddy, go all wrong, turn out a disaster, spoil everything, get all destroyed. 

quedarse atonito
BE STUNNED Spelling error by BEING STUNNED , figuratively , TO BE SPEECHLESS .  Be surprised . 

quedarse atónito
BE STUNNED , FIGURATIVELY , SPEECHLESS .  Being surprised

quedarse sentado
STAY SITTING Falling asleep, not responding to a need or calling.  Allegory when the teacher calls a student in a class
and the distracted student does not respond.  They warned of the delivery of milk and food for today morning but Joseph
sat still.

queísmo
QUEISMO is the omission of any preposition within a sentence, particularly the word of : It is time for you to leave;
passes the gate; serves the people of the meson. 

quejío
QUEJIO phonetic deformation, flamenco, by QUEJIDO . 

queko
QUEKO 1 . in Puerto Rico : one that is very good for music.  2 .  In Uruguay : lupanar .  3 .  A doll that looks like drawing
or character 4.  I can't give the Sergio 5.  Iquiqu or Tinupa, God of abundance for the Aymara and Collas Indians, who
live in Peru to the northeast of Argentina.  6 .  Keko means humble in Japanese 7.  Character of a videouuego. 

quemagrasas
QUEMAGRASAS pharmacological products that reduce and eliminate body fat

quemao
QUEMAO semantic deformation of BURNED, person with bad luck, in whom misfortune abounds. 

quento
QUENTO quiet beach located 15 km from Castro, in the commune of the same name, in the archipelago of Chiloé,
Chile, crowded by its facilities for rural tourism. 

quentó



QUENTÓ in Old Spanish a tale, written orthographically as QUENTO, was what a million currently means.  2 . 
According to the Larousse of Gastronomy QUENLO O QUENTÓ is a Mexican dish; 3 KENTO, in Japanese, means
healthy, which lifts the mood 4 .  KENTO, name of a sushi restaurant in Santiago de Chile

queques
QUEQUES plural de QUEQUE in Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Cuba : Biscuit or cake flour, eggs and butter or butter, which
can carry candied or dried fruits.  It can be coated with chocolate or other topping.   Sometimes it contains chocolate
inside.  2 .  In Chile: Colloquially, a woman's buttocks

quercetina
QUERCETINA flavonoid most common in the human diet, which exists in fruits and vegetables, especially in onions. 
They have as a spine to 3-hydroxyflavine.  There is a great variety due to the great possibilities of positions that the
phenolic group -OH can occupy.

quercetín
QUERCETÍN another name of the QUERCETINA a flavonol found in fruits and vegetables, and especially in the onion. 
They are molecules that give color to fruits and vegetables.  The quercetin gives it a particular yellow color.  The biggest
benefit is that it stimulates immune systems and blocks and prevents excessive inflammation.

querella criminal
QUERELLA CRIMINAL filing a lawsuit in front of the criminal courts. 

querembes
QUEREMBES plural of QUEREMBE in Mexico : edible wild fruit .  They are very varied and are served by executing
very different culinary recipes.  It corresponds to what is also called berries. 

querer algo insólito
WANTING SOMETHING UNUSUAL to wish something out of the ordinary and normal, something really surprising. 

querible
Desirable QUERIBLE, which you may want, wish

quesignificacompañerismo
COMPANY to act in a team spirit, to think and act for the benefit of all and not just oneself. 

quesos
CHEESES PLURAL CHEESE

quesote
QUESOTE type of cheese obtained from the maturation of the curd of milk, with different characteristics for each class. 
It began as an artisanal product, but today it is industrialized.  2 .  Balancing Druid , a character from World of Warcraft

queta
QUETA each of the fine bristles that have some aneclyds in their lobes to get crazy



qué es matoneo matoneo y que tenga y que tenga sinónimos sinónimos
MATONEO In Costa Rica is murdering someone to treason.  In general it is to impose itself on others by the threat or
action of physical or weapon strength.  In Argentina, Bolivia and Chile matonaje, matonismo .  Dominion through terror.

qué es un vuelco
OVERTURN major change in an event, case, or investigation, usually in a radically different direction

qué es una locución adverbial
ADVERBIAL CHARACTER Set of two or more words that constitute an expression and contain at least one adverb,
which has its own meaning, sometimes distinct from the individual meaning.

qué significa inédito
UNPUBLISHED 1 .  It has not been published as of date 2.  It's unprecedented

quédate
STAY imperarivo , second singular person of the verb STAY

quédese quieto
STAND STILL order given to another person not to move

quicallería
QUICALLERÍA spelling error by QUINCALLERÍA

quichalero
QUICHALERO Made poop, which has been shit

quicuyo
QUICUYO Perennial grassland plant, whose scientific name is Pennisetum clandestinum, of African origin and abundant
in the region of the indigenous Kikuyus, in Eastern Africa.

quiebra arados
QUIEBRA ARADOS better known as bankruptcy, is a legume plant very feared by farmers because its roots extend
deeply and make the action of agricultural machinery very difficult

quiebrasol
QUIEBRASOL passive protection structure for facade flooring.  They allow natural ventilation and sifting of solar
radiation.  They are usually panels of vertical or horizontal planks that can pivot themselves, varying the angle of their
confrontation to the sun. 

quierta
QUIERTA Italian agrotourism hacienda located in the interior of Malga Cuierta, Fregona (TV) and where you can go,
visit, buy and consume vegetables, vegetables and legumes in the natural style of the past. 



quillotanos
QUILLOTANOS in Chile : plural of QUILLOTANO, native to Quillota, city, commune and capital of Quillota, Valparaiso,
ex-fifth region. 

quimbolito
QUIMBOLITO In Ecuador and Colombia : Steamed cakes that are wrapped in achira leaves and made with cornmeal,
egg and butter.   They are stuffed with cheese, raisins and sometimes chunks of chkcolate.

quimbundo
QUIMBUNDO or KIMBUND is the language spoken by 3 million people in Angola, in the provinces of Luanda, Bengo
and Mlanje


